ORCHESTRA REUNION CUMBRE
AMOR DE TANGO
The feeling of absence

Music by Carlos Gardel – Astor Piazzolla
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The Orchestra “REUNION CUMBRE” is born with the idea to
study and to introduce the repertoire of composers like A.
Piazzolla that leaving from own popular tradition have
created a universal language, through the confluences of
different styles of music. Starting from 1990, with the first
edition of the Musical Festival Valconca, the Orchestra
“Reunion Cumbre” moves the first steps as a result of a
stage on the interpretation of Astor Piazzolla music. The
internship and the first concerts realized in collaboration
with the Uruguayan M° H.U. Passarella, have tax quickly
the orchestra like one of the beautiful and interesting
national ensemble, stimulating the musicians to deepen
the search and the sharpening of the techniques for the
execution of the music of the great Argentine composer.
Successively the orchestra, under the guide of the M° Mario Marzi (solo saxophone of the Orchestra Teatro
alla Scala of Milan) and with the contribution of appreciated soloists, has been invited to exhibit itself in
the most important festivals: KonzertHalle of Friburgo, Auditorium of Lugano, Monaco, Montecarlo, Sani
Festival of Salonicco, Academy of Tango in Forlimpopoli, International Festival of Verona, UltraPadum
Festival, Festival of the Theatres of Santercangelo, Preggio Festival, Treviglio Festival, Sipario Ducale,
Riccione Grande Musica, Naima Club Forlì, Bibiena Theatre in Mantova etc.The members of the orchestra,
individually are engaged with an intense concert activity with different ensemble for important Italian and
foreign musical associations and with the main Italian simphonic orchestra. The R.U.Orchestra has realized
the cd “Piazzolla Memorial” (produced and distributed from the Agorà Record of Milano). Recently it has
partecipated to the television program for RAI 2 “Italian in Argentine” with V. Mazza and T.Timperi,
together with the singer and dancer Ruben Celiberti from the Rendano Theatre of Cosenza, obtaining a
great success. It is foreseen for Repubblica a CD with the music of Piazzolla and Gardel.
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PROGRAM

●

A Piazzolla

Rinascerò
Oblivion
Balada para un loco
Los Pajaros Perdidos
Balada para mi muerte
Vuelvo al sur
Milonga de l'anunciation
Violentango
Adios Nonino
Jacinto chiclana
Escualo
Anni di solitudine

●

C. Gardel

El dia que me quieras
Mi Buenos Aires querido
Volver

●

J.C.Cobian

Nostalgias
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